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Diagnostic indicators to assess periodontal status are targeted towards, identifying various characteristics of the disease process (Cowell et al. 1975). Since periodontal diseases are primarily inflammatory in nature, the ability to detect inflammatory lesions in gingival tissues is essential for diagnosis and monitoring therapeutic effectiveness. Gingivitis indices have been based on generally accepted clinical features of inflammation, and they contain components that are assessed non-invasively visually (e.g., color, texture, changes in form, spontaneous bleeding) and components that are assessed invasively (e.g., bleeding on stimulation or provocation) (Armitage 1996). Visual signs of inflammation and bleeding on probing both can be used to detect gingivitis as shown by analysis of gingival biopsies (Greenstein et al. 1981, Cooper et al. 1983, Caton et al. 1989), and both correlate with the presence of an inflammatory cell infiltrate in the gingival tissues (Oliver et al. 1969, Appelgren et al. 1979, Rudin et al. 1970, Greenstein et al. 1981, Davenport et al. 1982, Abrams et al. 1984, Amato et al. 1986).

Clinical indices represent methods of converting observed clinical symptoms into an acceptable numerical form for statistical analysis. In some sense, gingival indices may be considered arbitrary in that any choice of criteria represents only one of many possible representations of the reality of the disease (Barnett 1996). Nevertheless, in order to be useful, an index must have a substantiated relationship between signs as defined by the index criteria and actual clinical changes accompanying the progression of disease. The continued use of indices that pool clinical signs is to be discouraged and quantitative measures of gingival inflammation should be validated for use in clinical trials (Van Dyke et al. 1998).

In the search for objective clinical parameters, to diagnose periodontal status, bleeding on probing has received much attention. Methods frequently employed to provoke bleeding are: (1) bleeding on probing to the "bottom" of the pocket (Van der Velden 1979, Lang et al. 1991), by inserting the probe parallel to the root surface directed apically towards the perceived location of the root apex; (2) Bleeding on probing of the marginal gingival tissues by running a probe along the soft tissue wall at the orifice of the pocket (Löe 1967, Mühlemann & Son 1971, Saxton & Van der Ouderaa 1989, Van der Weijden et al. 1994a); (3) bleeding of the interdental papilla by insertion of a wooden interdental cleaner (Eastman Interdental Bleeding (EIB) index (Caton & Polson 1985). The formentioned methods have been used in patients with and without periodontal breakdown. The
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The present paper will focus on the evaluation of bleeding on probing in subjects without periodontal breakdown.

Van der Weijden and co-workers have assessed gingival bleeding on marginal probing by running the probe along the marginal gingiva, at an angle of approximal 60° to the longitudinal axis of the tooth (Van der Weijden et al. 1994a). This method was compared to probing with a periodontal probe to the bottom of the pocket (Van der Weijden et al. 1994a). Bleeding on marginal probing was found to be the most appropriate method, to detect differences in the development of gingivitis between experimental groups (Van der Weijden et al. 1994a). In a subsequent study, bleeding indices were found to be hardly reproducible when tested on a site basis (Van der Weijden et al. 1994b). A better intra-/inter-examiner agreement was observed when considering quadrants (Janssen et al. 1986). Caton et al. (1988) compared the EIB index, using a woodstick to provoke bleeding, with the papilla bleeding index, which is a method of bleeding on marginal probing (PBI, Mühlemann & Son 1971). They concluded that the EIB index detected significantly more interproximal inflammatory lesions.

Since in the case of "bleeding provoked with a probe running along the gingival margin" and "bleeding provoked with a wooden interdental cleaner", the provocation on the gingival tissues is carried out in a entirely different manner, the purpose of the present study was to compare 2 indices, i.e., the Eastman interdental bleeding (EIB) index and the bleeding on marginal probing (BOMP) index. The comparison was made (a) in terms of the degree of bleeding provoked and the relationship with plaque in natural gingivitis and (b) for the ability of these two methods to detect differences between the development of experimental gingivitis in a control group and a group in which the development of gingival inflammation was suppressed by treatment.
Material & Methods

Bleeding Indices

With the BOMP index the gingiva was scored according to the method described by Van der Weijden et al. (1994a). In short, a Williams periodontal probe (tapered tine, tip diameter 0.5 mm; Hu-Friedy, Liemen, Germany) was inserted into the gingival crevice to a depth of approximately 2 mm and was run at an angle of approximately 60° to the longitudinal axis of the tooth. Presence or absence of bleeding was scored within 30 s after probing.

Scoring the EIB index was performed by inserting the wooden interdental cleaner between the teeth from the facial aspect, depressing the interdental tissues 1 to 2 mm. The path of insertion was parallel to the occlusal plane with care being taken not to direct the point of the cleaner apically. The cleaner was inserted and removed four times, and the absence or presence of bleeding within 15 s was recorded (Caton & Polson 1985, Caton et al. 1988).

Comparison study

For this study, 45 volunteers (non dental University students) were recruited on the basis of having moderate gingival inflammation and the absence of periodontal breakdown. In addition, at least 20 teeth had to be present with no pockets exceeding 5 mm. Moderate gingivitis was defined as at least 40% of the test-sites showing bleeding on probing at screening. The following clinical indices were assessed at the vestibular, mesio-vestibular, disto-vestibular and lingual surfaces of all teeth; first for all sites the plaque index (Silness & Löe, 1964) was assessed, after which the 2 bleeding indices were assessed; i.e., the BOMP index or the EIB index. The participants were scored for bleeding using a "split mouth" design. In 2 contra-lateral quadrants (either 1st and 3rd or 2nd and 4th), one randomly allocated method was used being either the BOMP index or the EIB index. In the opposing quadrants the alternative method of probing was used.
**Experimentally induced gingivitis study**

The 2nd part of the study was initiated based on the assumption that a decrease in gingival health follows a predictable sequence of signs in an index (Cowell et al. 1975). It intended to compare both indices within the experimental gingivitis model (Löe et al. 1965), and evaluate the sensitivity to detect a treatment effect.

For this part, 25 volunteers (non-dental University students being non-smokers) in good general health were selected on the basis of an intra-oral examination after which the purpose, procedures and duration of the study were explained to the participants eligible for the study. They were requested to sign an informed consent and to fill out a medical questionnaire. Subject selection was based on the criteria that they had 20 or more natural teeth, including at least 4 posterior teeth free of pockets >5 mm and no interdental recession of the gingival tissues. The subjects were excluded when orthodontic bands were present on the teeth or if they were using any medication that might interfere with the outcome of the study (e.g., antibiotics, NSAIDs).

After the screening, examination the subjects entered a 4-week pre-trial period of professional prophylaxis and supervised oral hygiene care to obtain optimal gingival health. Subjects were carefully instructed in the use of a toothbrush and dental floss. At baseline the subjects received dental-floss (Johnson & Johnson®) and a new manual toothbrush (Oral-B® p30). The desired degree of gingival health was equal or less than 25% sites bleeding on marginal probing (Jones et al. 1990, Putt et al. 1993).

At baseline, gingival bleeding was assessed in the lower jaw; first the BOMP index and next the EIB index. Scoring was limited to the second incisor, canine, bicusps and molars. 4 areas per tooth were scored; mesio-vestibular, disto-vestibular, mesio-lingual and disto-lingual. With the EIB index the interdental aspect was scored as 1 unit. Residual plaque was removed before starting the experimental period. The subjects were requested not to brush the lower jaw for the next 21 days but were allowed to continue brushing the upper jaw with standard toothpaste (Zendium®). In order to introduce a treatment effect, subjects were instructed to floss one randomly assigned quadrant in the lower jaw once a day (treatment sites). The contra-lateral quadrant in the lower jaw served as a control (non-treatment sites). No other oral hygiene measures other than dental floss were allowed.
After 21 days, the 25 subjects were scored for accumulated plaque (Silness & Löe, 1964) and gingival bleeding, using the same 2 bleeding indices in the same order (BOMP index and EIB index) as at the start of the experiment. Subjects were requested to use the floss 3 hours before their appointment to minimize trauma and increased bleeding tendency (Abbas et al. 1982).

**Data analysis**

The EIB index results in one value per approximal area. Therefore the approximal bleeding scores obtained by means of the BOMP index were converted into a single score per approximal area by adding the 4 scores per approximal area and considering an approximal area positive for bleeding if at least one of the sites showed bleeding on probing. Next the proportion of bleeding approximal sites was calculated. For the statistical analysis of the data of the "comparison study" correlation coefficients between the plaque and the two indices were calculated and tested. An analysis of variance and covariance with repeated measures (BMDP 2V) was performed on the data of the "experimental study" in order to determine the difference between the indices in both the treatment and non-treatment areas. *p*-values <0.05 were accepted as statistically significant.

**Results**

**Comparison study**

Table 1 shows mean plaque and bleeding scores as assessed within the split-mouth design of this part of the study. Plaque scores represent a mean of a random allocation of a quadrant set of both the 1st and 3rd or 2nd and 4th quadrant in relation to the assigned bleeding index. The plaque scores as assessed on the BOMP index sites was 1.42 and 1.43 on the EIB index sites. No statistically significant difference was found between the proportions of bleeding sites of the 2 indices. Table 1 shows the correlation coefficients between plaque and bleeding scores. A good correlation was observed between plaque scores of the 2 contra lateral quadrants as assigned to the BOMP index and those assigned to the EIB index (correlation coefficient 0.90). The correlation between the BOMP index and plaque (0.55) was higher than with the EIB index and plaque (0.44).
Experimentally induced gingivitis study

Table 2 shows the bleeding scores as assessed at day 0 and plaque and bleeding scores at day 21 of the experimentally induced gingivitis in the lower jaw. Data are presented for sites where no oral hygiene measures whatsoever were used (non-treatment sites) and for sites where only dental floss was used (treatment sites). At baseline the percentage of bleeding sites with the BOMP index for treatment and non-treatment sites was 14% and 12% respectively and with the EIB index 23% and 21%. All subjects received a professional prophylaxis at day 0. Therefore after 21 days the amount of plaque increased from zero to 0.67 at treatment sites and to 1.57 at non-treatment sites. The difference in the plaque index between the treatment and non-treatment sites was significantly different at day 21. Accordingly bleeding increased to 38% and 69% in treatment and non-treatment sites respectively with the BOMP index and to 30% and 73% with the EIB index. The difference between the treatment sites and the non-treatment sites was for both the BOMP index and the EIB index statistically significant.
When comparing the data from day 0 to day 21 in both treatment and non-treatment sites for the BOMP index, it shows a significant increase. For the EIB index, this was only true for the non-treatment sites. In the treatment sites no significant difference was found between baseline and day 21. Therefore when comparing both indices in treatment sites the increase in bleeding from day 0 to day 21 is, when using the BOMP index, significantly higher (14% → 38%) in comparison to the EIB index (23% → 30%). The increase in non-treatment-sites was comparable the BOMP index (12% → 69%) and the EIB index (21% → 73%).

Table 2. Mean plaque and bleeding scores as assessed at day 0 and day 21 of the experimentally induced gingivitis in the lower jaw

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>Non-treatment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>day 0°</td>
<td>day 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOMP</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>38%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EIB</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>plaque</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Standard deviations in parentheses.

° Plaque before entering the experimental gingivitis phase was “0” after a professional prophylaxis.

* p <0.05 comparison using analysis of variance between treatment and non-treatment.

BOMP: bleeding on marginal probing index, proportion of bleeding sites.

EIB: Eastman interdental bleeding index, proportion of bleeding sites.

Table 3 shows correlation coefficients between both bleeding scores at day 0 and day 21. The two bleeding indices at day 0 correlated significantly with each other, both in treatment (0.38) and non-treatment sites (0.17). Higher correlations were found at day 21 (0.45 and 0.63, respectively). Table 3 also shows correlation coefficients between plaque and bleeding scores in treatment and non-treatment sites at day 21. The correlation with plaque in the non-treatment sites was significant and substantial for both the BOMP index (0.64) and the EIB index (0.60). In contrast in treatment sites no
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correlation between plaque and bleeding scores was observed at day 21 (BOMP index 0.04 and EIB index 0.06, respectively).

Table 3. Correlation coefficients between both bleeding scores at day 0 and day 21; correlation coefficients between plaque and bleeding scores in treatment and non-treatment sites at day 21

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>Non-treatment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Day 0</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EIB versus BOMP</td>
<td>0.38*</td>
<td>0.17*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Day 21</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EIB versus BOMP</td>
<td>0.45*</td>
<td>0.63*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOMP versus Plaque</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.64*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EIB versus Plaque</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.60*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Standard deviations in parenthesis.
* P<0.05.

BOMP: bleeding on marginal probing index, proportion of bleeding.
EIB: Eastman interdental bleeding index, proportion of bleeding sites.

Discussion

The present study aimed at comparing 2 bleeding indices (BOMP index and EIB index) which differ in their method to elicit bleeding, and assess their relation to the level of plaque. For the present studies subjects were selected without interdental recession of the gingival tissues. In case of recession the EIB index cannot be properly assessed since in that case the interdental tissues cannot be depressed and obviously no bleeding can be provoked.

The 2 indices were evaluated in natural gingivitis and in case of experimental gingivitis. In the comparison study (first part), where subjects with natural gingivitis were selected, the mean % bleeding scores were comparable for the BOMP index and the EIB index. In relation to the level of plaque the BOMP index correlated better with plaque than the EIB index. This suggests that the BOMP index could be a more appropriate index evaluating the relationship between plaque and natural
occurring gingival inflammation. Lie et al. (1998) in a comparable age group of non-smokers using the BOMP index observed a correlation with plaque of 0.66 in relatively healthy conditions at baseline of an experimental gingivitis study. A non-significant correlation of 0.35 in the same subjects was observed after 14 days of full mouth experimental gingivitis, whereas in the present 21-day experimental gingivitis study, there was a significant correlation of 0.64 for the non-treated sites. Whether the 7-day longer time span of the experimental gingivitis in the present study is responsible for the difference in the correlation coefficients remains unknown. However it must be kept in mind that the amount of plaque was assessed by means of the Silness & Löe (1964) plaque index and that different results might have been obtained if other methods of evaluating plaque would have been used.

Although a bleeding component is commonly thought to confer "objectivity" to a gingival index, all possible variations associated with the details of how bleeding determinations are accomplished, can, in fact, be a rather imprecise determination subject to the interpretation of individual investigators (Barnett 1996). In this respect, bleeding due to trauma may play an important role as has been suggested by Lang et al. (1991). These authors showed in subjects with a healthy periodontium that the bleeding provoked in that case, was due to trauma. Most likely the higher bleeding values as found by means of the EIB index compared to the PBI in the study of Caton et al. (1988) could also be the result of trauma. Apparently, bleeding on marginal probing as employed in the PBI is less traumatic than bleeding on inserting a wooden interdental cleaner as used in the EIB index. Based on the above considerations, it was decided to evaluate in the experimental gingivitis study first the BOMP index and secondly the EIB index. In this comparison it must also be kept in mind that, when using the BOMP index, one approximal area was already considered to be bleeding, when 1 out of 4 assessments per papilla showed bleeding upon probing.

The phenomenon that the insertion of a wooden interdental cleaner is more traumatic than marginal probing was not confirmed in the first part of the present study in natural gingivitis. Therefore the higher bleeding scores at baseline in the experimental study as obtained by means of the EIB index subsequently to the BOMP index could be the result of 2 phenomena (1) more trauma by means of the EIB index compared to the BOMP index and (2) the effect of repeated trauma. However, as in both the study of Caton et al. (1988) and the present study no standardized forces were used to
score bleeding, no conclusions can be drawn on the effect of trauma when using the EIB index or the BOMP index.

The experimental gingivitis model was chosen because it is frequently used to evaluate the effect of antimicrobial agents on developing plaque and gingivitis (Wennström 1988). In the present 21-day experimental gingivitis study, the correlation between plaque and the 2 bleeding indices was comparable in the non-treated sites. This suggests that in this particular model both indices are appropriate. Interestingly in the treated sites no correlation was observed between plaque and bleeding with either index. The reason for this absence of a correlation is not fully understood. An explanation could be found in the possibility of trauma caused by flossing itself. If flossing is performed in a traumatizing manner or shortly before the assessment of the bleeding indices, part of the scored bleeding could be of a traumatic nature due to flossing (Abbas et al. 1982). The observation of no correlation between plaque and bleeding with either index indicates that with this experimental gingivitis model care should be taken when testing therapeutic products which affect plaque growth and are evaluated based on bleeding indices only. This also underlines the importance of not only looking at plaque but also scoring bleeding in case one wants to evaluate the anti-gingivitis potential of a therapeutic product.

**In Conclusion**

The correlation of both bleeding indices with plaque in natural gingivitis was good, whereas the level of bleeding as assessed with the EIB index was slightly higher. When treatment modalities based on plaque removal are evaluated during experimental gingivitis there appears to be a chance that the correlation of these bleeding indices with plaque is lost. In the absence of treatment both indices responded similarly within the experimental gingivitis design. Based on the results of this study it can be concluded that the ability of the BOMP index and the EIB index to assess the level of gingival inflammation appears to be comparable.
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